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A short history of the Great War - Albert F.
Pollard 1920
The Battle of the Falkland Islands - Henry
Edmund Harvey Spencer-Cooper 1919
Dettingen 1743 - Michael McNally 2020-08-20
The death of the Emperor Charles VI in 1741
was the catalyst for a conflict ostensibly about
the female inheritance of the Hapsburg
patrimony but, in reality, about the succession to
the Imperial Throne. The great European powers
were divided between those, such as Britain,
who supported the Pragmatic Sanction and the
rights of the Archduchess Maria-Theresia,
daughter of Charles VI, and those who
challenged it, including Bavaria which were
supported by France. The conflict quickly
escalated into what is now known as the War of
the Austrian Succession, and a series of
turbulent political events brought the crisis to a
head on the road to Hanau, near Dettingen.
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There, the French moved to put into place a
complex manoeuvre which had the potential to
end the war at a single stroke. A column of
French troops would cross the Main near
Dettingen and block the road to Hanau, their
orders being to simply hold their ground and bar
the route of the Allied British and Hanovarian
advance. A second column would cross the Main
behind the enemy and then follow their line of
march northwards. The bulk of the army would
use a combination of bridges and pontoonbridges to cross the Main and engage the enemy
from the flank as they were strung out on the
line of march. However, the plan relied heavily
on the blocking force, and command of this
crucial sector fell to an inexperienced nobleman
Louis-Auguste, Duc de Grammont, who chose to
attack rather than hold his position.
Consequently, the manoeuvre failed and the
French broke, fleeing for the Main and safety,
with the Gardes Francaises famously swimming
the river. Supported by specially commissioned
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artwork including maps and battleplates, this
title explores the battle in depth, detailing its
build-up, events, and aftermath, as well as
analysing the strengths and weaknesses of the
commanders, armies, and tactics of both sides.
Sieger, Säbel und Besiegte - Christoph Eppler
2019-10-22
Diese Studie illuminiert kritisch die folgen- und
verlustreichsten Kriege, die
Preußen/Deutschland, England, Frankreich,
Amerika und die Sowjetunion – oftmals direkt
gegeneinander – führten. Besonderes
Augenmerk wird – neben den beiden
Weltkriegen – auf den Kalten Krieg sowie seine
Heißen Stellvertreterkriege in Korea und
Vietnam gelegt, ebenso auf die modernen Kriege
im Mittelmeerraum. Ein eigenes Kapitel ist dem
namenlosen und offenbar – wie der Krieg selbst
– unausrottbaren Grauen gewidmet, das Frauen
– nicht allein – im Zuge des unheimlichen
Phänomens „Krieg“ über sich ergehen lassen
müssen. Zu Wort kommen u. a. Kriegscoronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

Philosophen (Sun-Tze, C. v. Clausewitz),
Soldaten-Schriftsteller (Friedrich der Große, Th.
Körner, E. Jünger, E. Hemingway), Reformer (K.
Marx, F. Engels), Anthropologen (C. Darwin, S.
Pinker) und Abenteurer (J. London, T.
Heyerdahl, R. Messner). Der Autor, Dr. phil. M.
A., geb. 1967 in München, beschäftigt sich
bereits seit Jahrzehnten mit politischpädagogischen sowie historischanthropologischen Themen. Die umfangreichen
Studien „Erziehung im Nationalsozialismus“
(2012), „Helden“ (2015), „Söldner, Schädel und
Soldaten“ (2018) sind Beleg für ein ebenso breit
wie tief angelegtes Interesse an diesem
Gesamtkontext.
Cold War Gone Hot - Ambush Alley Ambush
Alley Games 2011-11-20
"My fellow Americans, I'm pleased to tell you
today that I've signed legislation that will outlaw
Russia forever. We begin bombing in five
minutes.†? – Ronald Reagan, 1984. With these
words, spoken as a sound check to a radio
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broadcast, President Reagan came dangerously
close to igniting the long-simmering Cold War.
Although Soviet forces were placed on alert
following reports of this comment, the full-scale
conflict between the West and the Soviet Bloc
did not break out. Cold War Gone Hot, the latest
companion volume for Force on Force, looks at
the 44-year history of the Cold War and asks:
"what if?†? With the orders of battle, vehicle
stats and missions included in this volume, Force
on Force players can simulate the advance of
Soviet tanks across Western Europe, a thrust
into Alaska, or any number of other plausible
scenarios where history took a slightly different
path.
The British Battleship 1906-1946 - Norman
Friedman 2015-09-30
The British battleship is one of the most
intensely studied of all naval topics, but it is also
among the most popular. Norman Friedman is
one of the most highly regarded of all naval
writers, with an avid following for his work.
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Therefore, a new book on British battleships by
Friedman is a major event, and has been eagerly
awaited ever since knowledge of the project
began to circulate among enthusiasts.Friedman
has the ability to bring new ideas to even the
most over-worked subjects, based on extensive
original research and a talent for explaining
technology in the wider context of politics,
economics and strategy. His latest book covers
the development of Royal Navy capital ships,
including battlecruisers, from the pre-history of
the revolutionary Dreadnought of 1906 to the
last of the line, HMS Vanguard in 1946. Repleat
with original insights, the story that emerges
will enlighten and surprise even the most
knowledgeable.The attraction of the book is
enhanced by sets of specially commissioned
plans of the important classes by John Roberts
and A D Baker III, both renowned experts in
their own right, plus a colour section featuring
the original Admiralty draughts, including a
spectacular double gatefold.For many with an
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interest in warships, this will be the book of the
year.
Naval Science 2 - Richard R. Hobbs 2006-05
A Textbook on Maritime History, Leadership,
and Nautical Sciences for the NJROTC Student
A Doctrine Reader - James John Tritten 1995
The Genesis of the War - Herbert Henry Asquith
1923
The Battles of Coronel and the Falklands,
1914 - Geoffrey Bennett 2014-03-31
The defeat that Rear-Admiral Sir Christopher
Cradock suffered at Coronel in 1914 at the
hands of Maximilian Graf von Spee, one of
Germany's most brilliant naval commanders, was
the most humiliating blow to British naval
prestige since the eighteenth century and a
defeat that had to be avenged immediately. On 8
December 1914, the German squadron steamed
towards Port Stanley, unaware that in the
harbour lay two great British battle-cruisers, the
coronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

'Invincible' and 'Inflexible'. Realizing this, Spee
had no option but to turn and flee. Hour by hour
during that long day, the British ships closed in
until, eventually, Spee was forced to confront
the enemy. With extraordinary courage, and
against hopeless odds, the German cruisers
fought to the bitter end. At five-thirty that
afternoon, the last ship slowly turned and rolled
to the bottom. Cradock and Britain had been
avenged.
British Ironclads 1860–75 - Angus Konstam
2018-09-20
In November 1859, the French warship La
Gloire was launched. She was the world's first
seagoing ironclad - a warship built from wood,
but whose hull was clad in a protective layer of
iron plate. Britain, not to be outdone, launched
her own ironclad the following year - HMS
Warrior - which, when she entered service,
became the most powerful warship in the world.
Just like the Dreadnought half a century later,
this ship changed the nature of naval warfare
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forever, and sparked a frantic arms race. The
elegant but powerful Warrior embodied the
technological advances of the early Victorian
era, and the spirit of this new age of steam, iron
and firepower. Fully illustrated with detailed
cutaway artwork, this book covers the British
ironclad from its inception and emergence in
1860, to 1875, a watershed year, which saw the
building of a new generation of recognisably
modern turreted battleships.
1982 Uncovered: The Falklands War
Mapping Project - Timothy Clack 2022-11-03
War and its legacy are traumatic to individuals,
communities, and landscapes. The impacts last
long beyond the events themselves and shape
lives and generations. Archaeology has a part to
play in the recording of, and recovery from, such
trauma. This volume delivers the first intensive
archaeological survey of the battlefields of the
Falklands War.
The British Navy Book - Cyril Field 2022-08-01
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special
coronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

edition of "The British Navy Book" by Cyril Field.
DigiCat Publishing considers every written word
to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing
in a new modern format. The books are available
in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you
will treat this work with the acknowledgment
and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.
Santa Cruz 1942 - Mark Stille 2012-09-20
Despite myth, the Japanese carrier force was not
destroyed at Midway but survived to still prove a
threat in the Pacific Theater. Nowhere was this
clearer than in the battle of Santa Cruz of
October 1942. The stalemate on the ground in
the Guadalcanal campaign led to the major naval
forces of both belligerents becoming inexorably
more and more involved in the fighting, each
seeking to win the major victory that would open
the way for a breakthrough on land as well. The
Japanese were able to gain a tactical victory at
Santa Cruz and came very close to scoring a
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strategic victory, but they paid a very high price
in aircraft and aircrew that prevented them from
following up their victory. In terms of their
invaluable aircrew, the battle was much more
costly than even Midway and had a serious
impact on the ability of the Japanese to carry out
carrier warfare in a meaningful manner.
Across an Angry Sea - Cedric Delves 2019-01-01
In early summer 1982--winter in the South
Atlantic--Argentina's military junta invades the
Falklands. Within days, a British Royal Navy
Task Force is assembled and dispatched. This is
the story of D Squadron, 22 SAS, commanded by
Cedric Delves. The relentless tempo of events
defies belief. Raging seas, inhospitable glaciers,
hurricane-force winds, helicopter crashes, raids
behind enemy lines--the Squadron prevailed
against them all, but the cost was high. Eight
died and more were wounded or captured.
Holding fast to their humanity, D Squadron's
fighters were there at the start and end of the
Falklands War, the first to raise a Union Jack
coronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

over Government House in Stanley. Across an
Angry Sea is a chronicle of daring, skill and
steadfastness among a tight-knit band of
brothers; of going awry, learning fast, fighting
hard, and winning through.
The Mystery of Easter Island - Katherine
Routledge 2020-04-12
"All the seashore is lined with numbers of stone
idols, with their backs turned towards the sea,
which caused us no little wonder, because we
saw no tool of any kind for working these
figures." So wrote, a century and a half ago, one
of the earliest navigators to visit the Island of
Easter in the South-east Pacific. Ever since that
day passing ships have found it
incomprehensible that a few hundred natives
should have been able to make, move, and erect
numbers of great stone monuments, some of
which are over thirty feet in height; they have
marvelled and passed on. As the world's traffic
has increased Easter Island has still stood
outside its routes, quiet and remote, with its
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story undeciphered. What were these statues of
which the present inhabitants know nothing?...
Whence came the people who reached this
remote spot? Did they arrive from South
America, 2,000 miles to the eastward? Or did
they sail against the prevailing wind from the
distant islands to the west?...
Intelligence in War - John Keegan 2003-10-28
A masterly look at the value and limitations of
intelligence in the conduct of war from the
premier military historian of our time, John
Keegan. Intelligence gathering is an immensely
complicated and vulnerable endeavor. And it
often fails. Until the invention of the telegraph
and radio, information often traveled no faster
than a horse could ride, yet intelligence helped
defeat Napoleon. In the twentieth century, photo
analysts didn’t recognize Germany’s V-2 rockets
for what they were; on the other hand,
intelligence helped lead to victory over the
Japanese at Midway. In Intelligence in War, John
Keegan illustrates that only when paired with
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force has military intelligence been an effective
tool, as it may one day be in besting al-Qaeda.
Coronel and Falklands 1914 - Michael
McNally 2012-10-23
Admiral von Spee's German East Asia Cruiser
Squadron of World War I stand out amidst the
annals of 20th century surface naval warfare.
Upon the outbreak of war in August 1914, the
British Royal Navy was deployed globally, whilst
aside from a small number of local vessels, the
Imperial German Navy was concentrated in two
areas - Home Waters (i.e. the North Sea and the
Baltic) and Tsingtao in China, the home port of
the crack East Asia Cruiser Squadron which,
under the command of Admiral Reichsgraf von
Spee contained some of Germany's most modern
cruisers. As it was clear that Spee's relatively
small force would be quickly overwhelmed by
superior enemy numbers, the Admiralty in Berlin
immediately ordered him to weigh anchor and
return to Germany, a mission that many were to
describe as a Himmelfahrtskommando or suicide
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mission. Whether Spee made it or not, the main
consideration was that he would tie down a large
number of enemy warships and thus prevent
their deployment in other areas. This Raid title
details all aspects of the exciting mission.
The German Secret Service in America - John
Price Jones 1918
Sober Men and True - Christopher McKee
2002
McKee scours sailors' diaries, letters, memoirs,
and oral interviews to uncover the lives and
secret thoughts of British men of the lower deck.
From working-class childhoods to the hardships
of finding civilian employment after leaving the
navy, the former sailors speak with candor about
the naval life. Illustrations.
US Navy Ships vs Japanese Attack Aircraft Mark Stille 2020-09-17
The striking power of the Imperial Japanese
Navy's carrier-based attack aircraft was
established at Pearl Harbor, and the IJN's
coronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

carrier-based torpedo and dive-bombers showed
their prowess again at the Battle of Coral Sea
when they sank the US Navy carrier USS
Lexington and damaged the carrier USS
Yorktown. Even at the disastrous Battle of
Midway, the relatively small number of IJNAF
attack- and torpedo-bombers that were launched
against the US fleet proved that they remained a
potent force by heavily damaging Yorktown
again, which allowed an IJN submarine to sink
the carrier. At Guadalcanal, IJNAF carrier-based
aircraft sank the carrier USS Hornet and badly
damaged USS Enterprise twice. However,
throughout 1942, US Navy ship defences
brought down an increasing number of attacking
IJNAF aircraft. The final major battle of the year,
the Battle of Santa Cruz, exacted crippling
losses on the IJN, setting the stage for the
eclipse of the IJNAF's highly trained and
effective aviation attack forces. Packed with
illustrations and contemporary photographs, this
engrossing volume details the design, tactics,
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and operational records of both the US Navy
ships and the IJNAF aircraft which attacked
them over the year following Pearl Harbor.
The Falklands 1982 - Gregory Fremont-Barnes
2012-05-20
On 3 April 1982 British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher announced that Argentine armed
forces had landed on British sovereign territory;
had captured the men of Royal Marine
detachment NP8901; had run up the Argentine
flag; and had declared the islands and their
population to be Argentine. An immediate
response was required and a task force was
rapidly assembled to retake the islands. From
this point until the Argentine surrender on 14
June, the British forces fought what was in many
ways a 19th-century style colonial campaign at
the end of extended supply lines some 8,000
miles from home. This volume will detail the
major stages of the land campaign to retake the
islands, focusing on the San Carlos landings, the
battle for Darwin and Goose Green, and the final
coronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

battles for Mt Longdon, Tumbledown and
Wireless Ridge, the mountains that surrounded
the island's capital, Stanley.
War at Sea - James P. Delgado 2019
"From an author who has spent four decades in
the quest for lost ships, this lavishly illustrated
history of naval warfare presents the latest
archaeology of sunken warships. It provides a
unique perspective on the evolution of naval
conflicts, strategies, and technologies, while
vividly conjuring up the dangerous life of war at
sea"-The Sea Devil - Sam Jefferson 2017-09-21
In 1916, a three-masted windjammer bearing
Norwegian colours sailed out of a quiet
anchorage in Germany, loaded with cargo and
apparently bound for Australia. Her true mission
was quite different. The ship was, in fact, the
SMS Seeadler, commanded by swashbuckling
German aristocrat Felix von Luckner. Over an
epic voyage, he used cunning and deception to
destroy fourteen merchant ships, all the while
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evading the utterly foxed and infuriated British
Admiralty in a daring game of cat and mouse.
This rip-roaring World War I story depicts a life
of espionage, counterespionage and piracy of the
most gentlemanly kind.
Coronel and Falklands 1914 - Michael
McNally 2012-10-20
Upon the outbreak of war, the British Royal
Navy was deployed globally, whilst the Imperial
German Navy was concentrated in two areas –
Home Waters and Tsingtao, the home port of the
crack East Asia Cruiser Squadron which, under
the command of Admiral von Spee contained
some of Germany's most modern cruisers. As
Spee made his way to the Chilean port of
Valparaiso, he met the British 4th Cruiser
Squadron which had been ordered to engage
and defeat the German force. This resulted in
the battle of Coronel where the antiquated
British warships proved no match for Spee's
modern cruisers. It was the first naval defeat
suffered by the Royal Navy in over 100 years.
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When news reached London, panic reigned and
two ships HMS Inflexible and Invincible were
sent to lead the force against Spee. When bad
weather delayed the German arrival, Spee knew
that he had to stand and fight, unaware that
amongst the ships opposing him were two
modern battlecruisers which outclassed any of
his own squadron's ships. Given the presence of
Inflexible and Invincible, the result of the battle
had an inevitable outcome and after several
hours hard combat, Spee's ships were defeated.
The British Campaign in France and
Flanders, 1916 - Arthur Conan Doyle 1918
Værk på 6 bind med beskrivelse af den engelske
hær's kampe og slag på Vestfronten, under 1.
Verdenskrig, i Nordfrankrig og Flandern i årene
1914 til 1918.beskrivelse af de voldsomme og
blodige engelske felttog/slag/kampe, som
bølgede frem og tilbage i årene 1914 til 1918 i
Nordfrankrig og Flandern. Værket bygger på
"letters, diaries and interviews from the hand or
lips of men who have been soldiers in our
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armies, the deeds of which it was my ambition to
understand and to chronicle"
American Book Publishing Record - 1968
World War I: The Definitive Encyclopedia
and Document Collection [5 volumes] Spencer C. Tucker 2014-10-28
Offering exhaustive coverage, detailed analyses,
and the latest historical interpretations of
events, this expansive, five-volume encyclopedia
is the most comprehensive and detailed
reference source on the First World War
available today. • Provides comprehensive
coverage of the causes of the war that allows
readers to fully understand the complex origins
of such a monumental conflict • Supplies
detailed analyses and explanations of the events
before, during, and after World War I, such as
how the results of the war set the stage for the
global Great Depression of the 1930s, as well as
detailed biographical data on key military and
civilian individuals during World War I •
coronel-and-falklands-1914-duel-in-the-south-atlantic-campaign

Includes a chronologically organized document
volume that enables students to examine the
sources of historical information firsthand •
Covers all key battles, land and sea, and their
impacts, as well as the critical technological
developments that affected the war's outcomes
Jutland 1916 - Charles London 2000-08-18
The only major fleet engagement of World War I
(1914-1918), the Battle of Jutland (1916) has
been surrounded by controversy ever since. The
British public felt Admiral Jellicoe had failed – a
reaction rooted in a hundred years of the
'Nelson cult', a conviction that anything short of
a Trafalgar-style annihilation was letting the side
down. True, the German Fleet had sunk more
ships and suffered fewer casualties, but the
British had forced them to disengage and run for
port and were still cruising off Denmark spoiling
for a fight. This title recounts in detail how on an
early summer's evening in 1916, the two fleets
clashed head to head: the events that followed
would spark a polemic that still rages today.
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Coronel and Falklands 1914 - Michael
McNally 2012-10-20
Upon the outbreak of war, the British Royal
Navy was deployed globally, whilst the Imperial
German Navy was concentrated in two areas –
Home Waters and Tsingtao, the home port of the
crack East Asia Cruiser Squadron which, under
the command of Admiral von Spee contained
some of Germany's most modern cruisers. As
Spee made his way to the Chilean port of
Valparaiso, he met the British 4th Cruiser
Squadron which had been ordered to engage
and defeat the German force. This resulted in
the battle of Coronel where the antiquated
British warships proved no match for Spee's
modern cruisers. It was the first naval defeat
suffered by the Royal Navy in over 100 years.
When news reached London, panic reigned and
two ships HMS Inflexible and Invincible were
sent to lead the force against Spee. When bad
weather delayed the German arrival, Spee knew
that he had to stand and fight, unaware that
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amongst the ships opposing him were two
modern battlecruisers which outclassed any of
his own squadron's ships. Given the presence of
Inflexible and Invincible, the result of the battle
had an inevitable outcome and after several
hours hard combat, Spee's ships were defeated.
The Story of the Great War - Francis Joseph
Reynolds 1916
Atlantic Ocean - H. G. R. King 1985
Photius Coutsoukis provides a 2001 profile of the
Atlantic Ocean. The profile contains information
about the area's natural resources, geography,
transportation, international issues, and
economic activity. Links to Web sites that offer
maps of the Atlantic Ocean are available.
Naval Operations - Julian S. Corbett 2003-05-01
This volume is mainly concerned with the
Dardanelles operations from their inception as a
naval diversion to their development into a
major combined operation and its failure.
Although the narrative is related from a naval
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point of view it is necessarily concerned with
military movements, but they have been dealt
with only in so far as seemed essential to make
clear the navy s part in supporting the army.
Purely naval operations treated include the raid
on the Yorkshire coast in December 1914 and
the Dogger Bank action on 24th January 1915. In
a separate cover are ten maps/plans
accompanying the text.
British Submarine vs Italian Torpedo Boat David Greentree 2016-06-16
As the war in North Africa escalated, Axis war
efforts became increasingly dependent on supply
lines across the Mediterranean. To try to cut off
these lines of supply the British deployed
submarines from the besieged island of Malta
with the directive to sink as much merchant
convoy tonnage as possible. Italy responded by
sending her Torpedo boats to protect and escort
Axis convoys. Featuring specially commissioned
full-colour artwork and carefully chosen archive
photographs, this engaging study assesses the
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evolving battle between Britain's submarines
and Italy's torpedo boats in the struggle for
primacy in the Mediterranean at the height of
World War II.
Brassey's Naval Annual - Earl Brassey 1915
American Book Publishing Record
Cumulative, 1950-1977 - R.R. Bowker
Company. Department of Bibliography 1978
Maritime Legacies and the Law - Craig
Forrest 2019-10-18
The recent centenary of WWI has prompted a
shift in the way attention is focused on legacy
shipwrecks. This timely book considers the
development of the laws that apply to these
wrecks and the issues that surround them, and
deftly analyses the adequacy of the existing legal
framework to fulfil its promise of protecting
legacy wrecks for future generations as
historical and archaeological resources,
memorials and, most importantly, as maritime
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war graves. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 10.0px Arial}
The Cambridge History of the First World
War. 3 Volume Hardback Set - Jay Winter
2014-01-09
A definitive, transnational account of the
military, political and cultural history of the First
World War.
Falklands 1914 - Richard Hough 2003
This naval history tells the dramatic story of the
destruction of Germany's East Asiatic Squadron
in the opening weeks of the World War I. This
crack force of armoured cruisers, led by ViceAdmiral von Spee, had the potential to be a
menace to Allied shipping in the Pacific.
SAS South Georgia Boating Club - Tony Shaw
2022-04-21
Many aspire to serve with the Special Air
Service, arguably the worlds most prestigious
regiment, but few achieve their aim. In this
inspiring memoir the author describes how he
left school without any qualifications and
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embarked on a 30 year career much of it spent
in Hereford, including four years in The
Regiment. Against the odds he rose through the
ranks before being commissioned and eventually
retiring as a Major. Initially attached to 22 SAS
as a signaller, he volunteered for and passed
Selection, the most gruelling and demanding
of tests. He was posted to D Squadron Boat
Troop with whom he saw active service in the
Falklands War, Northern Ireland and the UK
counter-terrorist team. Thanks to the diary he
kept during the Falklands War, the reader is
treated to a gripping first-hand account of the
intense action that he and his colleagues
experienced, including recces, diversionary
attacks, raids and ambushes both on South
Georgia and the Falklands Islands. Later he
commanded the Royal Signals troop supporting
D Squadron, 22 SAS before commissioning and
later on pursuing a second career as a security
consultant in various Middle Eastern hotspots. It
is a privilege to read this commendably modest
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account of one mans unique career which
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provides a fascinating insight into elite special
forces soldiering.
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